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the ColtsDenny Medley-USA TODAY SportsThe early wave spending spree in 2019 NFL free agency
has been something to watch. Superstars have traversed the map to join new teams and perhaps trigger
a new era of success, or at least take their franchises to the next level. Some of the contracts have been
ludicrous, in terms of total value, guaranteed money, and length. It isn’t difficult to understand why an
NFL general manager who is taking a long-term approach would not feel particularly compelled to get
involved in the frenzy.If the front office can stay patient and disciplined, some really strong talent will be
available at more reasonable prices. Though the marquee names have all come off the board, take a
look at players who remain available at positions where Chris Ballard may look to improve his roster
before the NFL Draft.INTERIOR DEFENSIVE LINEMENTimmy JerniganPrior to suffering a herniated
disc that required surgery in April of 2018, Timmy Jernigan was a solid defensive tackle with the
Philadalphia Eagles and Baltimore Ravens. He has the ability to play the run and can get pressure on
the quarterback. What makes him a strong prospect is that he wins with strength and has the ability to
penetrate the offensive line.Darius PhilonChris Ballard has a knack for finding underappreciated
defensive talent that is not getting the attention it deserves. Philon is a disruptive interior defensive
lineman who has the strength to hold up against the run and has a knack for getting penetration through
the offensive line. There are reasons to believe that he could improve in the simplistic, fast defensive
scheme Matt Eberflus and Mike Phair have established in Indianapolis.Danny SheltonWhile it is fair to
say that Shelton has not lived up to his draft billing, after getting selected 12th overall by the Cleveland
Browns in 2015, he can fill a role as a 0-tech or 1-tech nose tackle. Matt Eberflus and Mike Phair seem
to prefer speed and the ability to penetrate over the ability to clog things up on the defensive line but
Shelton is only 25 years old and showed some signs of development in New England. He would bring
championship experience to the locker room as well.Bennie LoganIt is reported that the Colts sent Mike
Phair to Clemson’s Pro Day and that he spent some time with nose tackle Dexter Lawrence. At 340
pounds, this big body appears out of place for the Colts defense. However, the unit will need to have
someone on the roster capable of chewing up double-teams in a one-technique role, freeing up
three-technique players like Denico Autry to get after the quarterback or into the backfield.Logan is 6’2”
and nearly 310 pounds. He is primarily known as a run defender and would serve a role similar to the
one Al Woods played for two seasons.Al WoodsSpeaking of Woods, he did a nice job in Indianapolis. He
is already familiar with the system, and at 31 years old would seem likely to come at a reasonable price.
EDGEJustin HoustonThere is little doubt that Chris Ballard is very familiar with Houston’s talent and
attributes. If he is able to make a move to defensive end with the Colts and have a positive influence on
the young pass rushing prospects that are already in the locker room, there is pretty big reason to bring
him into the fold. Imagine a young pass rusher having the chance to learn from Robert Mathis and Justin
Houston every day.Benson MayowaA player who is already familiar to Matt Eberflus and who the Colts
showed some interest in a year ago. He didn’t have the season he would have liked after joining the
Arizona Cardinals but perhaps he would flourish if he returns to his old system and under a familiar
coach.SAFETYTre BostonHe is only 26 years old and sliding him in across from Malik Hooker would
mean that opponents have to throw into strength on either side of the field when they test Indianapolis
deep. Boston is certainly familiar with both Nick Sirianni and Frank Reich as they were both with the
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Chargers early in his career. Would he be open to a reunion?Clayton GeathersChris Ballard has
complimented the hard work Clayton Geathers has shown in his return to football after suffering a neck
injury that jeopardized his career. Will his proclivity to show up on the injury report and serve only as a
limited practice participant leave him on the outside looking in?WIDE RECEIVERDontrelle
InmanPerhaps the greatest unsung hero of the Colts monumental turnaround in 2018 was wide receiver
Dontrelle Inman. After watching the receiver room catch a nasty case of the drops (does that sound
wrong to anyone else?) to start the season, patience was wearing thin. Inman has familiarity working
with Frank Reich and Nick Siarinni with the Chargers. He knows where he needs to be and had day-one
trust.RUNNING BACKJay AjayiIn many respects, the Colts are already pretty comfortable with the
running back position. Marlon Mack is coming off of a breakout season
Jacoby Brissett Jersey
, while second year players Nyheim Hines and Jordan Wilkins showed a lot of potential. The Colts also
seem to be pretty excited for the development of Jonathan Williams, who spent the latter half of the
season on the practice squad.That said, it wasn’t more than a couple of season ago that Jay Ajayi was
seen as perhaps the best young running back in the NFL. He is only 25 years old and has seen his NFL
career interrupted due to injury. If he is healthy, he has the ability to gain tough yards in the trenches and
can break big plays. He know Frank Reich’s offense and can catch the ball out of the backfield.Isaiah
CrowellIf you’re looking to add experience to a young backfield and enough size to move a pile in short
yardage situations, you could do worse than Crowell. He is comfortable catching passes out of the
backfield and has broken numerous long runs in his career. He is used to working in a backfield
committee and shouldn’t come at a premium price.C.J. AndersonAnderson has had an up and down
career, playing in a strange Broncos backfield that could never decide who would get the bulk of carries.
When Todd Gurley missed times with the Rams last year, Anderson may have resurrected his career. At
5’8” and 225 pounds, Anderson would offer the bowling ball style chain mover the Colts may currently
lack. He is 28 years old. INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Darius Leonard chose No. 53 so he could follow in his
half-brother’s footsteps.The Indianapolis Colts rookie linebacker soon learned he had much larger shoes
to fill.Leonard has embraced the legacy of Edwin Jackson, who wore the same jersey number with the
Colts before he was killed in a February traffic accident. Now Leonard will honor Jackson’s memory
during the NFL’s annual My Cause My Cleats celebration, something Jackson’s family endorses.“When
my family and I watch Darius, we see the same passion and fire Edwin played with” said Adam Jackson,
Edwin’s brother. “Edwin often talked about how he represented a lot of people when he was on the field,
and that he wanted to make them proud and give them a show. It seems like this is similar for Darius
Leonard. From what I have read about Darius, he was considered an underdog coming out of college
just like Edwin. They both used this underdog mentality as fuel to become NFL starters for the
Colts.”The similarities go far deeper than numbers and resume lines, though.Both were largely
overlooked by big-name colleges because of their size. Both far exceeded expectations at Football
Championship Subdivision schools and impressed NFL coaches with their ability to run from sideline to
sideline. Both won over their pro teammates with fun-loving personalities and their passion for the sport
and both embraced giving back to their communities.Leonard knew nothing about Jackson when the
Colts drafted him in the second round, No. 36 overall, in April.It wasn’t until he requested the number of
his half brother, former NFL player Anthony Waters, that Leonard got a crash course in what Jackson
meant to the organization.“He was a great person, he came from a great family and he was great to be
around
Reggie Wayne Color Rush Jersey
,” second-year linebacker Anthony Walker said. “He was one of the guys I was closest to last year, and
he kind of took me under his wing and showed me how it worked in the NFL.”Now Walker finds himself
fulfilling Jackson’s old role by serving as a mentor, to Leonard — the league’s leading tackler heading
into
andSunday’s
a bona fide
game
candidate
at Jacksonville
as defensive
(3- rookie of the year.The starting tandem and locker mates seem
to thoroughly enjoy trading stories, doubling as comics and playfully teasing one another during locker
room interviews in the same fashion. They’re loud and full of joy — just like Jackson, who was
nicknamed “Pound Cake” after walking on at Georgia Southern and being cut by the Arizona Cardinals
in 2015 before landing in Indy.“It seems like his personality and who he was is very similar to who I am,”
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said Leonard, who was dubbed “Maniac” during his college years at South Carolina State following an
19-tackle game against Clemson in September 2016.Leonard’s performance caught the attention of
Colts general manager Chris Ballard, who also was a huge fan of Jackson and his radiant smile that
seemed to welcome anybody who came into the locker room.And it led Leonard to this place — where
he, Walker and injured safety Mathias Farley intend to wear specially-designed cleats to help raise
money and awareness for the Edwin Jackson 53 Foundation. In this, the third year of the cleats
program, organizers have expanded it to a three-week window so every player has a chance to
participate in front of their home fans.Indy’s chance comes Dec. 16 against Dallas — a potentially huge
game for an organization that has won five straight to climb back into playoff contention — and
Jackson’s brother will attend the game.It will be Adam Jackson’s second trip to Indy for a tribute. He and
his family also came back Sept. 30 when the Colts played a highlight reel of Jackson on the stadium’s
big screens and donated $32,000 to the foundation. Indy lost that game in overtime but won over the
hearts of the Jackson family.“It was a special moment for all of us,” he said. “We followed him
everywhere from elementary school to Georgia Southern, all the way up to Indianapolis. It was a
touching moment to walk in the same footsteps Edwin had walked and see how much his hard work was
appreciated and how much it still is appreciated.”And now Adam Jackson will get to see the appreciation
once more through the fittingly fancy footwork of Walker and Leonard.“Darius is also part of the same
college fraternity as Edwin’s grandfather, Omega Psi Phi,” he said. “So I think if anyone is going to wear
Edwin’s jersey, it should be Darius, and he has represented the number 53 quite well.”
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